1
Introduction

1.1 About this book
Is this book for me?
This book is for web developers. If you are migrating from Zope 2 or have
experience in competing technologies, such as J2EE or Vignette StoryServer,
or Python-based frameworks like Django and TurboGears—this book is for
you! It is probably not for you if you are looking for an introduction to web
application development.
This book introduces the web developer step-by-step to the world of Zope
3 and its Component Architecture. It describes how to build web applications
with Zope 3 step by step using detailed examples. It is not a “cookbook” with
recipes for speciﬁc tasks or solutions to problems.
Examples in this book
To demonstrate Zope’s wide range of features, we will use a consistent example application throughout the whole book. Whenever a new feature of Zope
3 is covered, this example application will be extended accordingly. It is supposed to drive the ﬁctitious World Cookery website which allows hobby cooks
from around the globe to share their recipes online. This particular application was chosen because it incorporates the most important characteristics
of the majority of Zope-based web applications:
•
•
•
•

A limited set of content object types. In the World Cookery example
application, the primary type of content object is a recipe.
Content is added in a management interface accessible through-the-web
using a web browser.
The layout of the application follows a common theme, for example a
corporate identity.
The application has to cope with multiple or even numerous users with
diﬀerent roles and responsibilities.
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The target audience is international, thus internationalization is required.
Existing features must easily be extensible and new functionality easily
be addable.

Apart from source code examples, there are hands-on sessions with the
Python interpreter. In these sessions we quickly try out things or test components from the example listings.
This book also features...
•
•
•
•

Summaries at the end of each section allow you to review a chapter and
also serve as good reminders in case you need to go back and restudy a
certain section.
Flashback boxes explain how a Zope 3 feature compares to its Zope 2 or
CMF equivalent.
Explanations entitled Using Zope 2 indicate that a Zope 3 feature is
available in Zope 2 (see Zope 2 and backwards-compatibility below).
Rocky Burt, a J2EE developer as well as Zope and Plone expert, compares
some of Zope’s features with those of the J2EE world in Rocky says...
sections.

1.2 What is Zope?
The rest of this chapter and the next chapter introduce Zope. They give an
overview of how Zope works and what Zope can do. If you are eager to get
started, you can skip them and go on to install Zope in Chapter 3 or dive
directly into the code with Chapter 4.
Zope is
•
•
•
•
•
•

a collection of free software
jointly developed by Zope Corporation and a large community of
software developers
that you can use in whole or in part
to manage complexity in gluing software components together,
securely publish objects on the web and other systems,
and make it easy to do Quality Assurance.
Steve Alexander at EuroPython 2004

a collection of free software: Zope is not just a web application server product, it is also a large collection of mostly web-related Python software. It
is also freely distributable under the Zope Public License [29] and maybe
modiﬁed and improved by anyone. This increasingly successful concept
is called Open Source [10].

1.2 What is Zope?
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jointly developed by Zope Corporation and a large community of software
developers: When Zope Corporation opened Zope 2’s source code to the
public, the development process was also opened to encourage contributions from other developers. Zope 3 is a pure community eﬀort from the
beginning, with the majority of the contributions coming from a community of software developers around the globe. The beneﬁts for the single
developer, the whole community as well as the quality of the software
have proven to be enormous.
that you can use in whole or in part: Zope the web application server product is modular and its parts can be used independently from Zope. That
is why we need to diﬀerentiate between Zope-the-product which is the
web application server and Zope-the-project which produces a collection
of reusable software components written in Python.
to manage complexity in gluing software components together: There is a demand for web-based applications to be more and more complex. This can
be a time consuming challenge to many applications. Zope solves this
problem elegantly by separating activities into many diﬀerent components. The way these components are then “glued together” determines
the behaviour of the overall application.
Secondly, complex applications require a lot of planning and resources.
Zope 3’s Component Architecture allows the responsibilities for components to be divided across a team. Zope is an excellent platform for
collaborative development.
Thirdly, refactoring is easy because only the components needing refactoring are worked on. One example is the customization of presentation
and layout components, work can be carried out on HTML pages and CSS
style sheets, while the underlying software components are not touched.
securely publish objects on the web and other systems: Zope’s main focus is
to allow people to manage objects that are published on the web as part
of a larger application, not just a static website.
Zope values security very highly. Compliance to international IT security
norms is a major part of the Zope 3 philosophy. Zope 3 is undergoing
a development-concurrent examination process run by an oﬃcial IT security agency in Germany. As a result, the Common Criteria Certiﬁcate
(ISO-15854), a security certiﬁcate accepted in Europe, North America
and many other countries, will be issued to Zope. An invaluable byproduct of this will also be that Zope’s security model in its full extent
is being documented in an ISO-compliant manner.
and make it easy to do Quality Assurance: The developers of Zope 3 have
enforced a high level of quality during development. Zope is tested by
several thousand automated tests; any modiﬁcations need to assure that
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the tests still pass, any new feature needs to be covered by new tests.
This ensures the quality of Zope and makes it a great platform to do
quality assurance with.
Zope runs on all major Unix platforms, including Mac OS X, as well as
Microsoft Windows operating systems. It comes with its own webserver but
can interoperate with an existing webserver such as Apache.
Content Management
As an object-oriented web application server with features such as object
persistency, Zope provides an excellent platform for building content management systems (CMS). Additional open source party libraries jointly developed by content management vendors allow a custom CMS to be built on
Zope. Zope itself is not a content management system. However its whole
machinery is geared towards managing content. This is why the main focus
of this book is the construction of applications that manage content.
“Take Five:” Zope 2 and backwards-compatibility
Zope 3 started out as a complete rewrite of the Zope code base and is not
backwards compatible with its predecessor, Zope 2. While many of the concepts had been borrowed from Zope 2 and the Content Management Framework (CMF), Zope 2 and Zope 3 initially shared only very little actual code.
That started to change with the formation of the Five project1 which aims
to bring Zope 3 technology into existing Zope 2 applications. Five was integrated into the Zope 2 source code with version 2.8. This has started an
evolution process that has led and will continue to lead to an increasingly
larger shared code base. This is not an instant process, of course. Vendors of
existing Zope 2-based technologies have to be given adequate time to adjust
their software.
This book’s focus is on Zope 3. There is no explicit chapter covering
Zope 2 and Five, although the Flashbacks throughout the book give helpful
comparisons for Zope 2 developers. Because more and more Zope 3 technology
can be used in Zope 2, many solutions presented in this book also apply to
Zope 2 and Five. Whenever this is the case, a Using Zope 2 box will mention
it. Apart from that, the concepts and lessons taught in this book can also be
applied (even if a bit diﬀerently) in the Zope 2 world. It is good to develop
Zope 2-based software with Zope 3’s way of doing things in mind to be ﬁt
for the future.

1

Five project website <http://codespeak.net/z3/five>
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1.3 Zope’s features
It is Zope’s goal to make the web application developer’s life easier. Therefore
Zope provides as much of the “application” as possible. The developer only
has to link the components together and customize and extend Zope’s features
as needed. The following is an overview of Zope’s major features:
Component Architecture. Zope 3 is a collection of software components.
Components are objects with a clear understanding of their functionality and responsibility. Describing this in a formal way is the role of
interfaces, a concept introduced by the Component Architecture. With
the Component Architecture it is then possible to group components together to form a greater piece of software—the application. All of this is
not very web-speciﬁc, the Component Architecture (zope.component)
and the interface implementation (zope.interface) may be used outside of Zope. Chapter 2 gives a thorough introduction to the Component
Architecture and Chapter 4 introduces Zope interfaces.
Object database. One of the strengths of Zope is the Zope Object Database
(ZODB) which stores data as objects. Since Zope is all about object
publishing, it makes a sense to store the data as objects, too. Developers can persist Python objects nearly transparently into a transactional
database that can have load-balancing capabilities. The ZODB is not
bound to Zope and can also be used in other Python applications. Chapter 6 covers the ZODB in detail.
HTML/XML templating. For decent web development, it is important to
have an easy and productive way of producing HTML and other XML
markup. Zope uses Zope Page Templates (ZPT), an XML templating
system. This system retains the template as a well-formed XML document and, apart from a few namespaced tags and elements, also as a valid
document as far as the original XML schema is concerned. The implementation (mainly in zope.pagetemplate) can also be used in other
Python projects. Chapter 7 gives a full introduction to ZPT.
Form generation and validation. Many web applications need to process data
that is entered through browser forms. Since the construction of a form
in HTML and the validation of the user’s input data is not only tedious
but quite repetitive, Zope’s form library (zope.formlib) can do both
for you according to your content’s data schema (zope.schema). This
is covered in Chapter 8.
Internationalization. Zope software is used all over the world and needs to
support diﬀerent languages and locale-speciﬁc date and number format-
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ting. Zope’s internationalization (i18n) and localization (l10n) machinery in zope.i18n greatly aids the developer to create multilingual and
locale-dependent applications. These aids are not tied to Zope. Internationalization is the covered in chapter, Chapter 9.
Security Zope allows for very ﬁne-grained security checks. The publishing
and storage mechanism is object-centric and so is the security system.
Both the security policy and the authentication system are pluggable
and allow the modelling of a ﬂexible security system. Chapter 21 and
Chapter 22 tell you how to do that.
Cataloguing. Storing content is one thing, ﬁnding and retrieving content is
another. Zope has a cataloguing and indexing machinery that can make
data stored in Zope easily searchable. This is demonstrated in Chapter
19.
Testing. Zope 3 puts a strong emphasis on testing and software maturity.
Its own source code contains over 5000 automated tests that ensure its
stability even when big changes to the code base are introduced. These
include low-level unit tests as well as integration tests and functional,
HTTP-based tests. Zope has also taken taken part in the propagation
and improvement of innovative ways of testing such as doctests. Doctests
provide developer documentation in forms of automated tests. Most of the
testing machinery is available through the very generic zope.testing
package which also employs a very capable test runner. All of Chapter
12 is devoted to automated tests in Zope.
Playing well with others. Zope has inspired Python technologies such as newstyle classes, the WSGI speciﬁcation, doctests and the datetime module. It also reuses code from other Python projects such as Twisted, pytz,
docutils and wwwsearch. Zope has in return contributed code and concepts back to these projects. Because of its modularity, many of the above
mentioned features can be and are used outside of Zope.

Superseded and emerging features
Zope is under constant development by a world-wide community of developers. This means that features in use now may be superseded in later versions.
Why are they documented here? Because Zope 3.3, the Zope 3 version that
this book is based on, can be used now. Unlike the development code, Zope
3.3 is being used in production successfully. Constant improvement is a good
thing. It shows that Zope development is not standing still. Having stable versions to work with is important. The Zope 3 development cycle guarantees
both.

1.4 The history of Zope
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Here are some emerging features that have not yet gained the maturity
needed to be fully covered in this book:
Workflow Content management systems often need a workﬂow where people
or the system have to do certain actions in a certain order. With the
zope.wfmc package Zope already features a workﬂow engine that follows
the standard of the Worfklow Management Coalition (WfMC). Apart
from that engine, however, there is not a lot of machinery yet for making
custom applications easily workﬂow-aware.
Relational database access. Zope 3 has rudimentary support for relational
databases through Python’s database connectors. In Zope these are enhanced with a bit of glue code that makes them play well within Zope.
There they are called database adapters. This only provides a connection
to a relational database, though. It cannot be considered an adequate
approach for Zope which is about publishing objects, not rows from a
relational database. Projects like SQLObject2 and sqlos3 are aiming to
solve this.
XML. Zope 3 uses XML in quite a few places (Page Templates, ZCML, etc.),
however it does not yet have a framework dedicated to XML processing. There have been initial prototypes that were developed in external
projects and there are plans to ship an XML library like lxml4 with Zope,
thus allowing Zope to depend on XML features on a broader basis. These
plans are not yet deﬁnite enough to make them part of this book.
If you think that a vital feature is missing from Zope, do not hesitate to participate in development. Everyone can contribute and the community welcomes
even the smallest contribution.

1.4 The history of Zope
Although the Zope community was small when I joined, it already had its
myths. “Jim wrote the ﬁrst version of Zope on a plane” the Zope birthing
myth said. Fact is that Jim Fulton was not happy with web development in
Python when he returned from the International Python Conference in 1998.
He had just given a tutorial on CGI programming at the conference, certainly
not the nicest way of doing web development. Back at Digital Creations, he
started writing Bobo, an object database and object request broker capable
of publishing Python objects over the web. Later, the commercial Principia,
2
3
4

SQLObject project website <http://sqlobject.org/>
sqlos project website <http://codespeak.net/z3/sqlos>
lxml project website <http://codespeak.net/lxml>
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Zope’s predecessor, joined its little brother Bobo. Their heritage in Zope 2
even lives on today in method and attribute names of the Zope 2 API such
as bobobase modification time and isPrincipiaFolderish.
Open Source success story
In 1998, Hadar Pedhazur from the venture capital ﬁrm Verticality Investment
Group invested into Digital Creations and convinced them to make their successful web applications open source. Paul Everitt, CEO of Digital Creations
at the time, announced the opening of the source code at the Python Conference 1998. That same year, Bobo and Principia became Zope, the Z Object
Publishing Environment, and was released under the Zope Public License.
Zope 2.0 followed the next year and has been the basis for all stable Zope 2
releases.
Digital Creations—later renamed to Zope Corporation—now sells its services as a software consultant implementing solutions using Zope open source
software. Many other companies around the world now also base their services on Zope and have developed successful solutions such as Plone, Silva,
and CPS. Due to the wide-spread network of solution providers, professional
Zope support and consultancy is available around the world. Zope itself is
now maintained and further developed by developers from these solution
providers. In March of 2006, the Zope Foundation was founded to govern the
Zope source code and to provide a platform for the Zope community to drive
the Zope project.
Zope 2’s success from a technical point of view is based on two revolutionary concepts. Firstly, it publishes data on the web via objects that are
able to presents themselves to a web browser. Secondly, its web application
development process enables people to conﬁgure pre-coded software components through a web browser or, as the Zope world calls it, through-the-web
(TTW). These processes are carried out through a web interface, the Zope
Management Interface (ZMI) and are stored in Zope’s own object database,
the ZODB. While this was a great way for developers to quickly get started
with Zope, it also meant that the transition from a quickly sketched web
application to a larger, ﬁlesystem-based software project that needed version
control and the like was not easy to do. Hence the phrase Zope’s “Z-shaped
learning curve” was coined, which meant that Zope made things very easy in
the beginning, then required a lot of work to understand the ﬁlesystem-based
development model at which point it could be considered easy again.
How Zope 3 was born
The Zope 3 project started in 2001 when Zope Corporation experimented
with the Component Architecture. The goal was to split up the responsibilities and functionality of current Zope 2 objects because they had grown to be
incredibly large with respect to their functionality and code in their classes.

1.5 The Python Programming Language
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The new approach coupled several smaller objects together rather than having one big bloated one. It also included a move away from through-the-web
development. One of the goals of this was to smooth Zope’s learning curve.
A number of these concepts were prototyped in the Content Management
Framework (CMF), a library on top of Zope 2 that is the basis for many
Zope-based content management systems, such as Plone and CPS.
Zope 2 had grown to be too complex to incorporate Component Architecture. It was decided to do a complete rewrite, Zope 3, which used Component
Architecture as its foundation and at the same time borrowed and learned
from the strengths and weaknesses of Zope 2. It was ﬁrst called Zope 3X
(X for experimental), then Zope X3, its ﬁrst stable version was Zope X3 3.0.
No longer being experimental, Zope 3 dropped the X for Zope 3.1 and all
subsequent releases.
Having two very diﬀerent versions of Zope was still a problem. Martijn
Faassen, an active Zope 2 and Zope 3 developer, and others wanted to use
Zope 3 technology in existing Zope 2 software. To solve this the Five project
was started. Its goal is to make Zope 3 technology available in Zope 2. Five
gained momentum from all over the Zope 2 community and was adopted as
the oﬃcial migration strategy. Zope 2.8 had Five integrated into its source
code. Zope 2 development was spurred on and subsequent Zope 2 versions
started using more and more Zope 3 technology. Probably the most exciting
things we will see in Zope’s future will come from this integration project
since it allows the tremendous amount of excellent Zope 2 software to work
with Zope 3 technology in the future, thus enriching both.

1.5 The Python Programming Language
Zope magic is Python magic.
Jim Fulton at the EuroZope Conference Berlin 2002
Zope proﬁts from Python’s supremacy. Even more, Zope would be impossible without Python. Python is a quick, easy-to-learn, Swiss Army knife-like
scripting language—but so is Perl. Python also is an industrial strength,
highly dynamic, object-oriented, interpreted programming language—but so
is Java. What makes Python special then?
Python is easy to learn. It took me one afternoon to go through the Python
tutorial [13]. Sure, I bought a few books on Python afterwards, but not for
learning the language. I merely wanted to know what it was capable of.
Python is easy to read. Go and open an arbitrary python source code ﬁle in
Zope 3. Chances are good you will understand most of what is going on
without actually having seen Python before. Using indentation for marking blocks certainly is the most aesthetic aspect of the language, but also
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one many people have to get used to ﬁrst. Obviously, it is still possible
to write cryptic code in Python, but less likely.
Python is easy to write. I rarely need the library reference when programming. When developing Java, I constantly ﬁnd myself looking up standard library interfaces, abstract classes, etc. Python is not as wordy as
Java, but it is not as cryptic as Perl, either.
Python is easy to develop with. Not having complicated package names and
long class names in the standard library, Python can easily be written
without an IDE that would ease the development process. In fact, the
Zope contributor community is more or less equally split into those who
use emacs and those who use vi. Moreover, Python does not require a
compiler, obsoleting long compilation sessions.
Python comes with batteries included. The regular Python distribution comes
with a rich library of useful modules, ranging from parsers for text formats to email messaging and processing. That means you can get started
with Python very quickly without having to collect the basic modules
yourself. In case you are looking for third party packages you can use the
Python Cheese Shop website5 to ﬁnd the software package of your desire.
There are numerous third party packages available as open source which
can easily be used in Zope applications, too.6
“Python—it ﬁts your brain” a popular Python t-shirt reads; it sums up my
programming experience with Python in one sentence. If you are new to it,
you are sure to be converted to Python by the end of this book. In case
you are looking for a Python book to accompany your Zope 3 development,
the author can strongly recommend the excellent Dive Into Python by Mark
Pilgrim [4].

1.6 Changes since Zope X3 3.0
Since December 2005, Zope 2 and Zope 3 releases have been synchronized and
put on a time-based schedule. This ensures that new features will appear in
a stable release at a deﬁnite point in time while potentially unstable features
will not be able to postpone a major release.
The ﬁrst edition of this book covered Zope X3 3.0. Three major versions
of Zope 3 have been released since then. This book uses Zope 3.3. For those
of you who developed Zope applications with the ﬁrst edition, here is a short
overview of the most important changes in Zope 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3:
5
6

Python Cheese Shop website <http://cheeseshop.python.org/>
In Chapter 13, for example, we will use ReportLab, a third party library for PDF
generation, to generate PDF documents from Zope content objects.

1.6 Changes since Zope X3 3.0
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Restructuring
•

•

•

•

•

•

Zope’s publisher API was rebuilt to the Python Web Server Gateway
Interface (WSGI) speciﬁcation [12] and has been given a frontend that
acts as a WSGI application. Similarly, Zope’s own HTTP server (zope.
server) has been made to act as a WSGI gateway. Zope also ships
with the Twisted network framework. Its WSGI-capable web server,
twisted.web2, is the default backend now.
The Component Architecture has been greatly simpliﬁed. The concept of
services has been dropped, only two types of components remain: utilities
and adapters. While the adapter registry has taken over the responsibility
of some services like the presentation service and browser menu service,
most former services are now simply available utilities. The utility and
adapter registries are now part of the component registry (formerly known
as site manager), which is the successor to the service registry. Chapter
2 explains this in depth.
With the abolition of all services including the presentation service, views
are now named multi-adapters for the object they represent and request.
Resources are named adapters for request. Browser layers and skins simply are interfaces extending IBrowserRequest, thus request marker
interfaces.
Menus, formerly registered through the browser menu service, are named
utilities providing IBrowserMenu. Menu items are named multi-adapters
for the context object and the request. Submenu items are also possible
now.
The authentication service has been replaced with the authentication
utility. The pluggableauth service has also been replaced by a port of
the Pluggable Auth Service (PAS) which is now called Pluggable Auth
Utility (PAU) due to its being a utility. It is located at zope.app.
authentication. Chapter 22 covers this new system.
Several packages or modules were moved out of zope.app to make them
easier to reuse, for example in Zope 2. These are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

zope.app.size
zope.app.location
zope.app.annotation
zope.app.dublincore
zope.app.copypastemove
zope.app.mail (to zope.sendmail)
zope.app.rdb
zope.app.filerepresentation
zope.app.traversing
zope.app.event (to zope.component.event and
zope.lifecycleevent)
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The mutable implementation of i18n message IDs has been replaced with
an immutable one, now simply called i18n messages. Chapter 9 covers
this as well as the new semantics regarding immutability.
The vocabulary feature is being replaced by sources, a simpler and less
constraining framework.
A number of redundant or superﬂuous ZCML directives have been removed:
–
–
–
–
–
–

factory
vocabulary
content (as an alias of class)
modulealias
browser:addview
renderer:renderer

New features
•

•

•

•
•

A new library for form generation and validation, zope.formlib, has
been added to Zope. Instead of deﬁning forms through ZCML, they are
now implemented in Python and thus give the developer much more
ﬂexibility over forms while automating the recurring parts of generating
and validating forms. Chapter 8 covers the new form system.
A new machinery for dynamically constructing user interfaces via content
providers has been added with the zope.contentprovider package,
along with a content provider implementation called viewlets located in
zope.viewlet. Chapter 10 covers both in detail.
A reinterpretation of Zope 2’s ZCatalog for the Component Architecture
is now available for Zope 3 at zope.app.catalog, along with some
indices (zope.index) and a unique ID facility (zope.app.intid).
This makes it possible to eﬃciently index and search objects in the ZODB.
ZCatalog is covered in Chapter 19.
Zope 3 now has support for browser sessions located in zope.app.
session. Chapter 20 covers this.
An engine for the Worfklow Management Coalition (WfMC) workﬂow
standard has been added to Zope with the zope.wfmc package.
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